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Welcome to the French Department’s November Curriculum Guide.
Curriculum Content for November
During November, your child will be studying the following topics:
(Grades 3)
Grade 3: Les 12 mois de l’année (The 12 months of the year)
Knowledge and Understanding.
1. The students can name the
months orally.
2. The students can read and
write the months.
3. The students can sing the song
about the months.

Working linguistically.
Reading the months loudly
and clearly,
Recognising the sounds
and syllables the words
and recognise the silent
letters.
Practice the spelling of the
months.

Key Words
Les mois
L’année
Janvier, février, mars etc.

Grade 4: Les parties de l’école (The parts of the school)
Knowledge and Understanding.
1. The students know new
vocabulary related to the parts
of the school.
2. The students can match the
images of the parts of the
school with their name.
3. The students can spell the parts
of the school correctly.
4. The students can read the new
vocabularies correctly.

Thinking linguistically.
Ask questions about the
main parts in our school
and translate it into
French.
Practice the spelling of the
month
Use the new vocabulary in
context.

Key Words
L’école
La classe
Le cours
Les toilettes
La bibliothèque ….
etc.

Grade 5: les parties du corps (The body parts )
Knowledge and Understanding.
1. The students knows the parts of
the human body.
2. The students know the 5 senses.
3. The students can write/read the
parts of body and the 5 senses.

Working linguistically.
Showing the body with the
names of each part.
Reading loudly the new
vocabulary so they can
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Key Words
Le corps
Les 5 sens.
Les yeux
La bouche …etc.

4. The student know the articles (les
articles définis le/la/les/l’) and the
use of each.

recognise the syllables and
the silent letters.
Students
can
answer
questions

Homework.
Your child will be given time in class to practice the spelling of some words so we can do spelling
tests immediately during the French class. Children will be happy to receive dojos to encourage
them to practice what we are learning. Your child will have a reading test for a choice of
vocabularies you can help him/her to practice reading by using google translator.
How Can You Help?
You can help your children by helping them to learn the meanings and spellings of the words in
their French exercise book.
Here are some useful websites: www.Youtube.com
(G3) les mois de l’année chanson.
(G4) dans mon école il y a
Thank you for your ongoing support,
Ms. Mariam

mariam.a@albasmaschool.ae
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